The ELGI Best Paper Award committee is pleased to announce that the 2006 BPA was presented to Alun Williams (Airbus SAS France).
All the presentations were evaluated on several criteria that covered both the content of the paper and the quality of the presentation.

Alun Williams
Airbus SAS
alun.a.williams@airbus.com

Airbus SAS - Manager General Mechanical Systems
10 Years Military (Royal Marines)
25 Years Military Aircraft Engineering (Prototype flight testing; Customer Engineering Advisory Services, Export Fleet Maintenance Advisory)(Aircraft: Jaguar, Tornado, Nimrod)
5 Years Civil Aircraft (Modification troubleshooting; Engineering on Electro-Mechanical Systems (hydraulics, fuel, landing gear, air conditioning and bleed air systems, ice & fire protection etc.)

Title of paper: Aircraft Greases - Expectations - Requirements - Areas of Effect
A brief explanation, for Grease Manufacturers & Chemists, of the environments in which aircraft greases are used and what is required of them.